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Abstract
Without any doubt, relaunching Romanian economy depends very much on SME sector
getting out of the crisis, sector which has the main contribution to GDP production, to
state budget income and human resources employment.
Starting from these premises, based on scientific research performed in the
framework of the VALAD* project, we present in the following a group of coordinates
and markers which, in our opinion, are capable to relaunch indigenous SME sector.
Elements contained in this study are complementary to the ones presented in the article
“Policy coordinates concerning SME sector development in Romania”, published in
the previous issue of this magazine1.
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1. Coordinates and time grading for implementing in Romania Small
Business Act measures
Naturally, specific framework for relaunching SME sector in Romania is
represented by Small Business Act. In the following we detail and time grade on a
three year horizont, measures from this strategic document, which we hold to be of
priority taking into account Romania’s state and actual conditions.
2. Punctual SME support measures for 2010 - 2011
Alongside with generic measures included in SBA, adjusted to Romania’s
conditions, resulted the necessity to establish and adopt some punctual measures,
more concret which can and must solve stringent problems, capable to contribute
operatively and substantially to SMEs overcoming of difficulties associated with
the current crisis and to relaunching of their activity and performances. These
measures, which we insert in the following, are grouped in two big categories —
general and domain specific.
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2.1 Global measures
1. Allotment when revising state budget law for 2010 of funds
amounting 0,2 % of GDP for financing development programmes and support
measures for setting up new companies and for sustaining development of small
and medium sized enterprises, at national and local level, for year 2010, according
to provisions from electoral platform of Democratic-Liberal Party and Hungarian
Democratic Union from Romania presented by them during elections
2. Improvement of legal framework concerning public private
partnership (PPP) and regulation, through special law, of some procedures
concerning entrusting PPP contracts, for employers organisations in Romania,
representative at national and international level, for trade unions, universities,
research institutes in order to ensure necessary framework for accessing European
funds
3. Introducing, by law, of the obligation that every normative act
project, both at central and local level, to be accompanied by a economic and
social impact note, outlining separately effects on SMEs
4. Regulation of mandatory publication in Official Monitor, part IV, of
Economic and Social Committee notices issued for all regulation projects discussed
in ESC plenum, making them accessible to all interested SMEs, citizens, etc.
5. Granting status of permanent guest in Romanian Parliament for
representative national employers and trade union organisations, including
CNIPMMR
6. Decreasing bureaucracy, by reducing and simplifying procedures,
authorizations, notices, single office, single payment (there are 545 authorizations,
notices, licences and permits required for development of economic agent’s
activity and some 8 monthly declarative obligations for employers with one
employee)
7. Gradual supplementation of SMEs destined programmes budget
(totally insufficient now, of under 10 EUR for an SME Agency compared to their
total number of 550 000 active SMEs) and allotment of funds in 2010 during
budget rectification so as to ensure financing of minimum 0,5% of the GDP with
this destination, for 2011 – 0,8% of the GDP and for year 2012 – 1% of the GDP
8. Improvement of investment law, ... in 2009 in order to really
stimulate SME’s investments and – of course – and other domestic economic
agents categories, but also the ones from abroad
9. Urgent transposition, at national level, of improved European
conditions concerning state aid, in a way which makes it usable by SMEs,
contributing to overcoming of present big difficulties in obtaining credits from
banks
10. Realisation of a national database of information about specialists
and organisations which are competitive and have performance in the field of
writing projects, starting from the premises:
• 80% of the specialists in projects field do not work for central or
local administration, but for universities, research centres,
consultancy companies, foundations, employers and trade
unions organisations, etc.; now, in Romania there are over
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20 000 economists, jurists, sociologists, engineers who posses
European level qualifications, at least one semester during which
they acquired knowledge in economic, managerial, technical and
other fields essential for projects domain;
• Grouping identified specialists, by field, according to their
qualifications and to European projects types.
11. Elaboration of a “National action plan concerning implementation
of Small business Act” – adopted by the European Union in 2008 –, in close
partnership with stakeholders from economic and social sector, especially with
employers organisations and organisations which are representative for SMEs
2.2 Measures by fields
a) Taxation
1. Elimination of reinvested profit tax for all categories of productive
investments (except automobiles and furniture)
2. Initiation of a regulation concerning simplification of fiscal
administration – annual VAT declarations for SMEs, according to good
practices from European Union: France, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Holland,
Austria, Sweden, United Kingdom.
3. Diminution with 50% of mandatory contributions to social
security funds, paid by the employer, for employees hired in new jobs set up,
for a three year period, in order to stimulate relaunch of Romanian economy.
4. Stock-taking all notices, authorizations, licences, etc. and
reduction of bureaucracy and parafiscality, with at least 30% until 2011,
according to European Union decision of 2008.
5. Giving up on taxing micro-enterprises with 16% of their profit,
returning to the system from 2009, with more variants.
6. Regulation of reverse VAT taxation in the case of obligations
resulted from public procurement contracts of goods and services signed between
SMEs and public authorities
b) Commercial relations and regional development
7. Establishment and observance of a maximum payment term according
to EU directive concerning late payments in progress of adoption of 30 days for
public procurement contracts, with capitalizing European good practices 1 , as
well as enduring an effective procedure against late payments.
8. Finalizing VAT reimbursement procedures and their
operationalisation in the framework of projects funded through structural
funds and from European Social Fund.
9. Significant and urgent reduction of parafiscality, now there are over
500 non-fiscal taxes established at national level to which we can add non-fiscal
taxes established by local public authorities.

1

United Kingdom has established and observes a maximum payment term of 10 days in public
procurement contracts.
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10. Reduction of interest rates and delay penalties for taxes and
contributions to social security funds from 0,1%/day to 0,05%/day which means
fall from usurious interest rate of 36% to 18%.
11. Elimination of fining plans of organisms in charge of control in
relation with SMEs and of abuse through: single controls, on annual basis,
ensuring preventive function through informing and counselling SMEs prior to
infliction of fines, elimination of stimulants for clerks established as a percent of
inflicted fines and regulation of a special control regime for employers
organisations’ representatives, ensuring real immunity for them for opinions
expressed while they practise their mandate.
12. Improvement of legislation concerning contractual relations and
fighting late payments according to the new European Union Directive
(2000/35/CE) concerning fighting late payments in commercial transactions, which
will be adopted by European Parliament during spring 2010 and to good practices
from European countries.
13. Modification of legislation in order to include representatives of
employers organisations of SMEs which are representative at national level in
all regional organisms who elaborate development policies, manage and monitor
funds, etc.
14. Improving SMEs access to public procurement, through
capitalization of USA good practices concerning SMEs access to public
procurement procedures, so that minimum 30% of them to be reserved for SMEs.
15. Urgent regulation of expansion of measures adopted through the
law concerning commercialization of food products, concerning protection
against anti-competition agreements and practices and acceleration of retailer
payments towards SME providers — from light industry, furniture, chemical
products, etc. — which would stimulate indigenous industry and reduce imports.
16. Increasing entrepreneurs’ access to consultancy services, including
also accessing structural funds and professional training through usage of
vouchers, starting with a pilot programme in 2010.
17. Realisation of programs and adoption of measures which will
ensure horizontal industrial SMEs’ development, in order to increase quantity
of indigenous products on internal market and export increase.
c) Work and industrial relations
18. Simplification of procedures concerning fulfilment of declarative
and payment obligations of mandatory contributions of employees, which,
nowadays, implies filling up nine documents.
19. Regulation by law of setting up, organisation and functioning of
social dialogue commissions inside some ministries, and as well at county level, at
the level of Bucharest city and of development regions in order to ensure their
functionality and effectiveness.
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20. Regulation of temporary activities development through signing
civil service contracts, directly by companies and not only through temporary work
agencies.
21. Expansion of trade schools for skilled personnel and support for Arts
and Crafts School curriculum.
22. Granting facilities to SMEs who set up trainings and qualification /
requalification courses with own funds.
2.3. Measures at SMEs level
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Elaboration of company’s global strategy
Elaboration of innovative strategies inside companies
Redesigning company’s managerial system
Redesigning company’s methodological-managerial subsystem
Redesigning company’s decision making subsystem
Redesigning company’s informational subsystem
Redesigning company’s organisational subsystem
Redesigning company’s human resources subsystem
Managers’ and entrepreneurs’ training
Modernization of managerial instrumentation
Personnel training
Realisation of a diagnostic analysis
Remodelling organisational culture of the company.

The group of measures proposed, based on SBA, consultation with
thousands of entrepreneurs from Romania — from the 102 territorial structures of
the National Council of Small and Medium Sized Private Enterprises in Romania
(CNIPMMR) – and on studies performed inside scientific research project
VALAD, ensures a realistic and concrete ground, in line with European Union
approach, for SME sector to get out of the crisis.
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